Abstract-We apply a molecule dictionary approach to synthetic aperture radar canonical feature extraction. These canonical features capture physically-relevant scattering geometry as a function of shape type, frequency, aspect, and polarization. The extraction problem is a nonlinear nonconvex optimization that includes model order selection, feature classification, and parameter estimation. Previous work used image-based initializations, gradient descent, and a hierarchical classification scheme to extract the features. The dictionary approach shifts much of the computational burden to dictionary formation which can be done offline, prior to feature extraction. We show results for cases when the true feature lies in the dictionary and when it does not. Discussion of the practical challenges of dictionary construction is given in the context of recent sparse recovery literature.
I. INTRODUCTION
Attributed scattering feature models have shown potential in aiding automatic target recognition and scene visualization from radar scattering measurements [1] - [6] . An example processing flow is shown in Figure 1 . Attributed scattering features capture physical scattering geometry, including the limited response of target scattering over wide angles, that is not discerned from traditional point scatter models. For example, the electromagnetic target signature in Figure 1 may be well-represented by the depicted set of canonical shapes. However, the increased fidelity of attributed models also increases the difficulty of extracting such features from measurements [4] , [5] . Efficient and accurate extraction of physically-meaningful features from synthetic aperture radar (SAR) remains a challenging problem. In this paper, we apply a molecule dictionary approach, similar to methods in [7] - [9] , to the problem of extracting the canonical features of [6] (plates, cylinders, etc.) from SAR phase history data.
The proposed approach evaluates correlation between dictionary entries, referred to as atoms, and clusters similar atoms into molecules. By first comparing the molecules to the data, then extracting the appropriate atoms, the computational load of the dictionary approach is greatly reduced. A previous approach to extracting the canonical features of [6] used an image-based initialization scheme in conjunction with gradient descent parameter estimation and a hierarchical shape classifier [5] . Application of the molecule method to the particular scattering models in [6] shifts the bulk of the computational burden from the feature extraction (gradient descent) algorithm to dictionary formation which can be Data processing chain and cartoon of target identification from canonical shape features extracted from the target's electromagnetic signature. done offline. We are motivated to overcome the correlation limitations of the canonical feature dictionary because the geometric objects (plates, dihedrals, cylinders, etc.) provide more easily visualized representations of the scene than do alternative basis dictionaries such as wavefronts or chirps [10] or point scatterers [7] .
We begin the paper by presenting the molecule dictionary formulation and feature extraction algorithm. Although the methods are straightforward, several challenges arise: how coarsely the dictionary is sampled, dictionary structure, computer memory requirements, and estimator accuracy/confidence. Rather than provide an extensive literature review up front, we discuss specific challenges in relation to the literature in Section V, after presenting initial results. The feature extraction application exemplifies the practical challenges of achieving a physically-relevant sparse reconstruction for high-dimensional signals.
II. FEATURE EXTRACTION PROBLEM
For a noisy set of radar phase history measurements Y(Λ), the feature extraction problem may be posed as the leastsquares problem
for radar parameters Λ, feature types Γ = [Γ 1 , . . . , ΓM ] and feature parameters Θ = [Θ 1 , . . . , ΘM ]. We use the shorthand notation Λ to represent operating parameters of the radar. In this case, we consider a monostatic radar whose parameters include: wavenumber k = 2πf c , P polarization channels, and a flight path parameterized by azimuth (φ) and elevation (θ) aspects. The functional form of S Γm (Λ; Θ m (Γ m )) depends on the scatterer type indicated by Γ m and the corresponding parameter set Θ m . The vector Θ m contains physical parameters such as size, location, and orientation corresponding to the mth scatterer, as described in [6] . The optimization in (1) represents the feature extraction problem for any scattering model S. Aspect-dependent point scatterers and wave-based dictionaries have been considered in previous work [7] , [10] . We consider the six canonical scattering types in [6] such that Γ m ∈ {plate, dihedral, trihedral, cylinder, top-hat, sphere}.
Suppose that these six canonical scatterers, parameterized by their location, size, and orientation, represent all possible radar scattering responses. Sampling the parameter space results in a discrete dictionary D of possible radar scattering responses. Sampling the observation space (radar operating parameters Λ) may be written as a matrix H that extracts the observed rows of D. Vector ψ is a set of coefficients that combines the dictionary terms to form the measured data as
for i.i.d. Gaussian noise W. Since D = HD is the effective dictionary for a given measurement scenario, we consider D in place of D in the following. Dictionary D may be split into sub-dictionaries D Γj for shape types j = 1 . . . J. Each sub-dictionary takes the form
with N j columns, referred to as atoms, that sample the parameter space Θ(Γ j ). In (3) each column is a 2K ×1 vector
that samples the radar phase history response along operating parameters Λ. The problem in (1) includes model order selection, feature classification, and parameter estimation. Assuming model order M << N a total dictionary atoms, we can recast (1) as a sparse signal recovery problem [11] - [13] 
for coefficients ψ = [ψ 1 , . . . , ψ Na ] T . Then, the 0 -norm of the resulting ψ is the model order estimate, and shape class and parameter estimates are given by the selected dictionary entries. However, solution of (5) is of combinatoric complexity. Relaxing the sparsity constraint to the 1 norm, (5) may be formulated as the convex basis pursuit denoising (BPDN) problem [12] 
for a given level of sparsity λ and dictionary D. Although BPDN is convex, its success depends on the coherence properties of the dictionary. A dictionary that satisfies the restricted isometry property (RIP) has provable convergence to 'good' solutions [11] . Dictionaries populated with random elements satisfy the RIP with high probability, but general dictionaries do not. Mutual coherence between atoms violates RIP, and BPDN reconstruction performance is not guaranteed. For the canonical shape dictionaries, high inter-atom correlation occurs for fine sampling of the parameter space and for limited diversity in the observation space. Confusion may arise between different parameterizations of the same shape (e.g. length of 1m versus length of 0.99m) or between shape class when limited data is observed. For example, a constant elevation flight path that captures VV polarized specular reflections from a plate or a dihedral of the same length (at the same location) results in identical radar phase history data [14] . Figure 2 shows the magnitude of the Gram matrix G = D H D for this example of dihedralplate correlation. Correlation near the diagonal bands is from similar parameter sets. The upper and lower diagonal bands are correlations between similar dihedrals and plates. Clustering of correlated atoms into molecules allows for a reduced dictionary comprised of representative elements, such as mean vectors in a k-means clustering. The reduced molecule dictionary should have low inter-column correlation, resulting in a diagonal Gram matrix, and thus improve the BPDN convergence [7] - [9] . Computational speed also improves as the size of the dictionary matrix is reduced.
III. ALGORITHM
We apply the molecule dictionary approach to canonical shape feature extraction. The proposed algorithm estimates one scatterer at a time using an iterative model and subtract approach similar to that in [5] but replaces image formation, initialization, and gradient descent optimization with BPDN applied to molecules. The proposed algorithm is an extension of the molecule-based approach to extracting aspect-dependent point scatterers in [7] , the general tree-based pursuit algorithm in [9] , and the music signal decomposition in [8] . We refer to both the representative vectors and the set of atoms it represents as molecules; context should make usage clear.
The molecule dictionary approach to canonical shape feature extraction is as follows. + λ ψ j 1 . 5) Choose the molecule BPDN result that best balances sparsity with largest coefficients according to max j (max i |ψ j (i)| − λ||ψ j || 1 ). 
Location
Size Orientation Shape 6) Compute the posterior log-likelihood for each atom in the selected molecule and estimate the true atom as the maximizer (MAP=LS for uniform priors). 7) Subtract the phase history corresponding to the selected atom from measured data. 8) Return to Step 4 until a desired amount of energy is modeled. Steps 1 and/or 4 may be augmented by SAR image formation, polarimetric decomposition, and other processes to pre-screen shape class and initialize parameter estimates (as in [5] ) to limit the number and extent of dictionaries searched.
IV. RESULTS
The algorithm presented in Section III is tested in [15] for monostatic SAR over a variety of radar and object scenarios. Here, we present a summary of results for a relatively diverse set of radar observations: 151 uniformly-spaced samples along the non-constant elevation path defined in [14] and shown in Figure 3 ; 125 frequency samples uniformly-spaced over a bandwidth of 300MHz centered at 10GHz; fully-polarimetric, e.g. HH, HV, and VV channels. SAR data is simulated from the feature models in [6] to test the algorithm performance without model mismatch to observations. The parameter values for the dictionary are listed in Table I as min:step:max values. Coarse dictionary sampling and known object orientations are used due to memory constraints, discussed in Section V-A.
Three scenarios are tested. Scenario 1 extracts a single shape, whose truth corresponds to an atom in the original dictionary, observed over the radar parameters listed above with peak signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 30dB. Molecule dictionaries were formed with maximum coherence η = 0.2. BPDN solutions for each shape's molecule dictionary and sparsity constraint λ = 0.2 are shown in Figure 4 . The correct molecule, dihedral molecule 33, is selected by the criteria in algorithm Step 5. Subsequently, the 60th atom in molecule 33 is correctly selected from the posterior least-squares estimator. The results in Figure 4 are for a single realization of the noisy signal observation. Figure 5 
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, and top-hat with (x, y, z, H, r,γ,θ,φ) =(−10m, 5m, 0m, 3m, 1m, 0
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• , 0 • ), the algorithm extracts all objects correctly. Maximum coefficients for each shape dictionary, sparsity, and selection criteria are listed in Table II for three iterations. The shape selected at each iteration is highlighted-the correct shape (with correct parameter estimates) is selected. Finally, Scenario 3 attempts to extract a single shape, where the true parameter set corresponds to a point between dictionary samples, i.e. an atom that is NOT in the dictionary. Flightpath, SNR, λ, and η values are as in Scenario 1. The true shape is a plate with parameters (x, y, z, L, H ,γ, θ,φ) = (4m, 0m, 0m, 1m, 2m, 0
The nearest dictionary sample is at (x, y, z, L, H,γ,θ,φ) = (5m, 0m, 0m, 1m, 2m, 0
, which is clustered in plate molecule 24. However, Figure 6 shows that the BPDN coefficient estimated for molecule 24 is near zero; the selected largest molecule coefficient is plate molecule 10. The extracted atom from molecule 10 has parameters (x, y, z, L, H ,γ,θ,φ) = (10m, 5m, -10m, 0.5m, 3m, 0
. This extracted atom far from the true plate location is a consequence of the coarse dictionary sampling. Figure 6 shows the range profile for the extracted plate is a better match to the true range profile than that for the nearest dictionary sample. Although the estimated atom is the best representative signal, the underlying physical parameters are incorrect, so the solution is not desirable. More discussion on appropriate dictionary sampling is given in Section V-C.
V. DISCUSSION
Initial results are promising, but several practical challenges impacting successful feature extraction are discussed next.
A. Memory requirements
Generating the required feature dictionaries requires large amounts of computer memory, even for coarsely-sampled feature parameters. Each canonical shape response is represented by four to eight size, location, and orientation parameters in Θ j , depending on the shape type. The dictionary D contains N a = samples of the q = 1, . . . , Q j parameters for the jth shape. In addition, each atom has 2K entries, including both real and complex values of radar returns associated with multiple frequencies, aspects, and polarizations. Assuming a 64-bit precision machine, the memory required to store a dictionary for K observations is 8 × 2KN a bytes. Even for the short flight path and coarsely-sampled dictionary in Table I , the memory requirement is 16.5GB for N a = 19500 atoms. Fine sampling of parameters is typically desired to avoid quantization error and achieve accurate representations of the observed scene. Clustering similar atoms into molecules reduces the memory requirements and gives us the desired dictionary coherence properties for successful BPDN. An extension of the demonstrated approach for very large dictionaries is to perform molecule clustering over portions of dictionaries that can be held in memory at one time. Then successive clustering can group similar molecules to build up a hierarchical search method as in [7] , [9] .
B. Dictionary Structure
In general, D is a non-orthogonal dictionary. The atoms do not form a basis set but are assumed to span the space of all possible scatterers (for a given set of radar parameters). The convergence properties in [11] apply to dictionaries whos entries form an over-complete basis set. Fortunately, the properties extend to the general case as shown in [13] . Future work will consider properties and construction of (molecule) dictionaries for guaranteed convergence under [13] . Moreover, we seek convergence to a solution that lies in the subset of sparse solutions that includes only those canonical shapes that provide a physically-relevant representation of the scene for human-aided target recognition and/or scene visualization.
C. Dictionary Sampling
Scenario 3 demonstrated that coarse dictionary sampling can result in quantization error that does not give the desired result. This is expected, but how fine should one sample? In [16] , the relation between sampling resolution and root mean-squared error (RMSE) is studied for a decaying exponential model. Results in [16] indicate that sampling too coarsely or too finely can negatively impact RMSE. We explore the sampling issue for our dictionary with a simple example. Consider the problem of estimating the x location (down-range) parameter of the plate in Scenario 3. For this example, we consider two locations x = 0m and x = 0.25m. Figure 7 shows the least-squares (LS) cost function with fine and coarse sampling for true values of x that lie both in and out of the cost surface (dictionary) sample grid. The envelope of the LS cost corresponds to the non-coherent (NC) cost function utilized in [4] , [5] and is also plotted. For fine sampling, local minima in the LS cost function are apparent. The LS global minima occurs on the true x location when it is a point in the sample grid or at the nearest sample x = 0.2498m when the true point x = 0.25m is not in the sample grid. However, very fine sampling is computationally costly. One might be motivated to sample the cost function at the radar range resolution, since any sub-pixel parameter estimates would be considered a super-resolution technique. Figures 7(c) and 7(d) show the LS and NC cost functions sampled at the radar range resolution c/(2BW) ≈ 0.5m for the on-grid and off-grid true locations. In the on-grid case, the LS and NC criteria achieve zero cost at the true location x = 0m. However, in the off-grid case, the minimum LS cost occurs at x = −0.9993m, far from the true value. Thus, the range resolution sampling is too coarse to accurately estimate the plate location when it is not located at the center of a resolution cell, i.e. it is between samples in the dictionary. The NC cost outperforms the LS cost in the off-dictionary case-the local minima occurs at the nearest on-dictionary sample at 0.5m for the coarse sampling case. In general, the envelope cost is more robust to initialization errors and the trappings of local minima than is the LS cost. However, careful initialization is required for both the LS and NC cost functions for numerical search algorithms to reach the global solution. In the LS case, computationally expensive search methods are almost certainly needed to locate the global rather than local minima. Thus, the NC cost should be considered in future versions of the dictionary extraction method. However, when estimating multiple parameters, the local minima of the NC cost compound, so the advantage is not as great at it appears in the one-dimensional searches shown in Figure 7 .
Expected noise levels should also factor into choice of cost function and sampling. One should consider sampling at the limit of what is estimable for a given scenario. Then, computational resources may be variably allocated, depending on the problem at hand. The Fisher information sampling rate (I) −1/2 is defined in [16] to do just that. (Matrix I is the Fisher Information matrix). For parameter vector Θ, the sampling rate is the square root of the Cramer-Rao bound (CRB) for each parameter. The Fisher information sampling rate says we should sample infinitesimally fine for the noiseless case, as the CRB is zero. For real-world scenarios, SNR is limited and the CRB is non-zero. For the plate scenario under consideration, the Fisher information sampling rate is ∆x = 2.497 × 10 −3 m for an SNR of 30dB. It is clear that for targets on the sampling grid, estimates will be grouped near the global optimum. Figure 8 shows histograms of the estimated x locations for the off-grid case for 1000 Monte Carlo realizations of the plate in noise for range resolution and Fisher information rate sampling. As expected, the Fisher sampling results in a smaller RMSE for the estimated value of x. Thus, sampling the dictionary at the Fisher rate is desirable.
The Fisher information sampling rate results in a very large dictionary when considering estimation of multiple parameters. The successive clustering approach would make such a sampling rate feasible and should be explored in future work. Alternatively, true parameter sets not captured in the dictionary sampling can be considered perturbations of the dictionary matrix [17] , and application of the sparsity-cognizant total least-squares in [17] should be considered as an alternative solution method for canonical feature extraction.
D. Estimator Confidence
Proper sampling and dictionary construction should yield 'good' solutions to the sparse reconstruction problem [13] , [16] . Nonetheless, it is desirable to have a confidence measure for each extracted feature. Bayesian estimation can provide such a measure in terms of the posterior probability. The proposed algorithm is set up to extract atoms from selected molecules by maximizing the posterior. However, results thus far have utilized uniform priors, so the maximization is equivalent to least-squares estimation. In [18] , Laplacian priors on dictionary coefficients ψ are considered for the sparse reconstruction problem. Future work will explore incorporating the posterior density function calculation to allow for a true MAP estimation in algorithm Step 6. Then, in cases where the MAP estimate results in small likelihood values, the algorithm can continue but report low confidence in the estimate.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented an algorithm for canonical feature extraction based on the molecule-based approaches in [7] - [9] and shown initial results for a simple, two-tier (molecules and atoms) dictionary. Practical challenges of dictionary sampling, structure, computer memory, and estimator confidence motivate further work, as discussed in Section V. Extension of the simple cases demonstrated in the literature to this more complicated problem may provide a means for robust canonical feature extraction.
